Is it safe?
Yes. This FDA cleared technology was developed in Europe
and is currently used around the globe for the repair and
treatment of soft tissue and improved blood circulation. A
wealth of medical experience, state of the art engineering
and optimal quality have been built into each device, and
extensive clinical studies and tests have confirmed its
safety and efficacy.
If performed by a qualified medical professional, this
non-invasive treatment approach has virtually no risks or
side effects.

What are the possible side effects/
complications?
The non-invasive treatment has virtually no risks or side
effects. In some cases, patients may experience some
minor discomfort which may continue for a day or two.

How much does it cost?
This treatment is considered an elective procedure.
Your medical professional can provide a personalized
pricing program.

How can I get more information?
Your medical professional is the best person to talk with
if you have questions or concerns about this procedure.
He or she has extensive knowledge and specialized
training on all aspects of this treatment approach, its use,
safety and effectiveness.

APWT

Acoustic Pressure Wave Therapy

What if I have a special health
condition?
The safety and effectiveness of this procedure has not
been determined on people with the following health
conditions. Your doctor will provide you with information
about how these and other conditions might affect the
determination to perform the procedures.
Prostate Cancer
Other Malignancies
DVT (Deep Vein Thrombosis)

No drugs
No needles
No surgery

Ask your medical
professional if APWT
could be right for you!

APWT
Acoustic Pressure Wave Therapy

A Breakthrough, Evidence-Based
Approach to Treating Urological Pain
and Vascular Disorders Associated
with Erectile Dysfunction

t

Why consider non-invasive APWT?
APWT is clinically proven and does not have the risks,
complications and discomfort of pills, needles and surgery. The
APWT procedure is performed in your medical professional’s
office, takes approximately 15-20 minutes, and does not
require anesthesia. Patients can return to normal activity
immediately following the procedure.

How does APWT work?
You are not alone.
Millions of men suffer from ED.
Erectile Dysfunction (ED) is a result of poor blood flow to
the penis. Due to the narrowing of blood vessels, erections
are difficult and sometimes impossible to maintain.

Acoustic pressure waves are delivered to the treatment area,
encouraging neovascularization in the penis shaft, creating
new blood vessels in the penile tissue which enables the
patient to achieve and maintain firm erections.

What is APWT?

Clinical evidence shows that APWT generates a
significant clinical improvement of erectile function as
well as improvement in penile blood flow without any
adverse effects.

What will happen after the
treatment?
You will receive post-treatment instructions from your
medical professional to follow during your recovery.

Coupling gel is applied to the penis to enhance
effectiveness. After these preparations, acoustic
pressure waves are released via the applicator and
moved over the treatment area in a circular motion.

Acoustic Pressure Wave Therapy (APWT) is an excellent
and effective alternative to oral medications, needles or
surgery for this extremely common and frustrating issue.

APWT is based on a unique set of acoustic pressure
waves that stimulate the metabolism and enhance
blood circulation.

The treatment is performed in a medical
professional’s office. The treatment session takes
approximately 15-20 minutes. Generally, 6 treatment
sessions are necessary, 2 times per week.

How is the treatment performed?

Despite the variety of medication available to treat this
issue, many men, due to medical conditions and adverse
side effects, still struggle.

APWT is a highly effective, non-invasive, office-based
procedure that represents a breakthrough treatment
option for treating urologicial pain and vascular disorders
associated with erectile dysfunction.

What is the duration of the
treatment and how many
treatments will I need?

What are the expected results?
The beneficial effects of APWT are often experienced after as
few as 6 treatments, 2 times per week.
After the series of treatments, many patients report:
Improved erectile function
Increased stimulation
Decreased pain
Improved satisfaction

